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Abstract. Consider the generalized iterated wreath product Sr1 o . . . o Srk of symmetric groups. We

find a bijection between the equivalence classes of irreducible representations of the generalized iterated
wreath product with orbits of labels on certain rooted trees. We find a recursion for the number of

these labels and the degrees of irreducible representations of the generalized iterated wreath product.

We give upper bound estimates for fast Fourier transforms.

1. Introduction

Wreath products of symmetric groups arise as the automorphism groups of regular rooted trees,
with applications ranging from functions on rooted trees, pixel blurring, nonrigid molecules, to choosing
subcommittees from a set of committees. With motivation from [OOR04], we find a bijection between
the equivalence classes of irreducible representations of the generalized iterated wreath product W (~r|k)
and the orbits of families of labels on certain complete trees. We find a recursion for the number of
equivalence classes and dimensions of the irreducible representations of the generalized iterated wreath
products. We also give upper bound estimates for fast Fourier transforms of this chain of groups.

1.1. Background and Notation. Throughout this paper, we will fix ~r = (r1, r2, r3, . . .) ∈ Nω, a
positive integral vector. We denote by ~r|k := (r1, r2, . . . , rk) the k-length vector found by truncating ~r.

For a group G, we denote by Ĝ the set of irreducible representations of G. We say that RG is a traversal

for G if RG ⊂ Ĝ contains exactly one irreducible for each isomorphism class. A consequence of basic

representation theory is that
∑
ρ∈R

dim(ρ)2 = |G|.

Definition 1.1. Let the (generalized) k-th ~r-symmetric wreath product W (~r|k) be defined recursively
by

W (~r|0) = 1 and W (~r|k) = W (~r|k−1) o Srk .

Note that W (~r|1) = Sr1 , W (~r|2) = Sr1 o Sr2 , and W (~r|k) = Sr1 o . . . o Srk . Throughout this paper, we
will be considering the chain of groups given in Definition 1.1.

2. Irreducible Representations of Iterated Wreath Products

Let IndKH σ denote the representation of K with dimension [K : H] ·dimσ induced from representation

σ ∈ Ĥ of subgroup H ≤ K. Let α `h n denote that α = (α1, . . . , αh) ∈ (Z≥0)
h

is a weak composition

of n with h parts so that α satisfies
∑h
i=1 αi = n.

Theorem 2.1. If R = {ρ1, . . . , ρh} is a traversal for G ≤ SN , then the irreducible representations given
by {

IndGoSnGoSα(ρα1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ

αh
h ⊗ σ)

∣∣∣∣α `h n, σ ∈ Ŝα}
form a traversal of GoSn, where Sα := Sα1×Sα2×. . .×Sαh with S0 = 1. In particular, if R = {ρ1, . . . , ρh}
is a traversal for W (~r|k−1), then the following set forms a traversal of W (~r|k):

RW (~r|k) :=

{
Ind

W (~r|k)
W (~r|k−1)oSα(ρα1

1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ
αh
h ⊗ σ)

∣∣∣∣α `h n, σ ∈ Ŝα} . (1)
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Proof. The set {ρα = ρα1
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ρ

αh
h : α `h n} forms a traversal for Gn. The theorem follows as a

consequence of Clifford theory to the structure of irreducible representations of G o Sn = Gn o Sn. �

Let N(~r|k) denote the number of irreducible representations of W (~r|k).

Corollary 2.2. Define P (n, h) :=
∑
α`hn

h∏
i=1

αi!. We find that N(~r|k) satisfies the following recursion:

N(~r|k) = P (rk, N(~r|k−1)) =

h∑
k=0

k! · P (n− k, h− 1). (2)

3. Branching Diagram to ~r-Label Correspondence

We find a combinatorial structure describing the branching diagrams for the iterated wreath products
of symmetric groups.

Definition 3.1. We define the complete ~r-tree T (~r|k) of height k, or ~r|k-tree, recursively as follows. Let
T (r1) be the tree consisting of a root node only. Let T (~r|k) consist of a root node with rk children, with
each the root of a copy of the k − 1-level tree T (~r|k−1), which yields a tree with k levels of nodes.

Notice that T (~r|k) has

k∏
i=2

ri leaves. We say a node v is in the j-th layer of T (~r|k) if it is at distance j

from the root. The tree T (~r|k) has

k∏
i=k−j+1

ri nodes in the j-th layer. The subtree of T rooted at some

vertex v denoted Tv is the tree with root v consisting of all the children and descendants of v. We call
Tv a maximal subtree of T if v is a child of the root, or equivalently if v is in the first layer. Let deg(v)
denote the number of leaves of the subtree Tv, and let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} be the set of integers from 1
to n.

We denote by Ŝ∗ :=
⊔
n∈N

⊔
α|=n Ŝα, where |= denotes “is a partition of”.

Definition 3.2. An ~r|k-label is a function φ : VT (~r|k) → Ŝ∗ satisfying φ(v) ∈
⊔
α`deg(v) Ŝα.

We say that two labels φ and ψ on T are equivalent, or φ ∼ ψ, if there exists σ ∈ Aut(T ) such that
φσ = ψ, where φσ(v) := φ(vσ).

Definition 3.3. An ~r|k-label φ : VT (~r|k) → Ŝ∗ is valid if it satisfies all of the following recursive
conditions. We denote by T (~r|k) := {φ : φ is a valid ~r|k-label } and T = tkT (~r|k).

• Given an ~r|1-label φ : VT (~r|1) = {root node} → Ŝ∗: we require φ ∈ Ŝr1 .

• Given for k > 1 an ~r|k-label φ : VT (~r|k) → Ŝ∗: we require
(1) for any child v of the root, the ~r|k−1-label φ|Tv ∈ Tk−1, and

(2) φ(root node) ∈ Ŝα, where Sα gives the stabilizer of the action by Srk on ~r|k−1 sublabels of
φ, so that α |= rk is the partition of [rk] given by the number of ~r|k−1-sublabels of φ in each
non-empty equivalence class,

where φ|Tv denotes the restriction of φ to the subtree Tv.

Theorem 3.4. There is a bijection between equivalence classes of Ŵ (~r|k) and W (~r|k)-orbits of T (~r|k).

Proof. It suffices to define a map only on a traversal of Ŵ (~r|k) such as that given in (1). We will define
F : RW (~r|k) → T (~r|k) recursively and it suffices to prove that each orbit of T (~r|k) under action by
W (~r|k) has exactly one pre-image under F .

Let k = 1. For any ρ ∈ Ŵ (~r|k) = Ŝr1 , we define the ~r|1-label F (ρ) : VT (~r|1) = {root} → Ŝr1 as
F (ρ)(root) := ρ. This is clearly a bijection as desired.

Now let k > 1. By the inductive hypothesis, F : RW (~r|k−1) → T (~r|k−1) has exactly one pre-image
per orbit of T (~r|k). Suppose that a traversal for W (~r|k−1) is given by the set {ρ1, . . . ρh}. We need to
define F on RW (~r|k) and show that orbits have exactly one pre-image as desired.

Pick an arbitrary element of ρα1
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ραhh ⊗ σ of RW (~r|k). Denote its image under F by φ :=

F (ρα1
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ραhh ⊗ σ) : VT (~r|k) → Srk . Let U ⊂ VT (~r|k) be the rk children of the root. Assign
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an ordering to U = {u1, . . . , urk}; then partition U as U = U1 t . . . t Uh satisfying |Ui| = αi while
preserving the ordering. For each ui ∈ U , define the value of φ on all nodes in subtree Tui to satisfy
φ|ui = F (ρji), where ji satisfies Uji 3 ui and where φ|Tui denotes the restriction of φ to Tui ⊆ T . It

remains to define the value of φ on the root node. We let φ(root) = σ.
Notice that φui ∈ T (~r|k−1) by definition and induction. Since σ is in the stabilizer of the action by

Srk on ρα, which is exactly Sα, φ is a compatible label for T (~r|k). Thus, F is well-defined and clearly
each orbit of T (~r|k) has exactly one pre-image. �

3.1. Degrees of Irreducible Representations. Following the discussion in [OOR04], we define for
any ~r|k-tree T the companion tree CT .

Definition 3.5. Fix T (~r|k) and ~r|k-label φ. Let the companion label Cφ : VT (~r|k) → N be defined by:

Cφ(v) =

{
dim(φ(v)) if v is a leaf of T (~r|k),

|Sri/Sα| =
(
ri
α

)
otherwise, where v is in the (k − i)-th layer of T and φ(v) ∈ Sα.

Proposition 3.6. If ρ is an irreducible representation of W (~r|k) associated to ~r|k-label φ, then the
dimension dρ of ρ is given by

dρ =
∏
v

Cφ(v). (3)

the product of the value of the companion label Cφ on all vertices.

4. Fast Fourier Transforms, Adapted Bases and Upper Bound Estimates

We use the FFT estimates derived in [CB93] and [Roc95] to find an overall upper bound on the
running time of finding an FFT for W (~r|k). From [Roc95], we cite the result:

Theorem 4.1. We have

T (G o Sn) ≤ nT (G) · |G o Sn−1|+ nT (G o Sn−1) · |G|+ n32|Ĝ||G o Sn|. (4)
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